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Chapter 1

Achieving Spoken Communication with Computers

The most sophisticated and efficient means of communication between humans
is spoken natural language (NL). It is a rare circumstance when two people
choose to communicate via another means when spoken natural language is
possible. Ochsman and Chapanis [OC74] conducted a study involving two per-
son teams solving various problems using restricted means of communication
such as typewriting and video, typewriting only, handwriting and video, voice
and video, voice only, etc. Their conclusion included the following statement.

The single most important decision in the design of a telecommuni-
cations link should center around the inclusion of a voice channel.
In the solution of factual real-world problems, little else seems to
make a demonstrable difference.

Thus, it would seem desirable to develop computer systems that can also
communicate with humans via spoken natural language dialog. Furthermore,
recent reports from the research community in speech recognition [Adv93]
indicate that accuracy levels in speaker-independent continuous speech recog-
nition have reached a threshold where practical applications of spoken natural
language are viable.

This book addresses the dialog issues that must be resolved in building
effective spoken natural language dialog systems—systems where both the hu-
man and computer interact via spoken natural language.1 We present an
architecture for dialog processing for which an implementation in the equip-
ment repair domain has been constructed that exhibits a number of behaviors
required for efficient human-machine dialog. These behaviors include the fol-
lowing.

• Problem solving to achieve a target goal.

• The ability to carry out subdialogs to achieve appropriate subgoals
and to pass control arbitrarily from one subdialog to another.

• The use of a user model to enable useful verbal exchanges and to
inhibit unnecessary ones.

• The ability to use context dependent expectations to correct speech
recognition and track user movement to new subdialogs.

• The ability to vary the task/dialog initiative from strongly com-
puter controlled to strongly user controlled or somewhere in be-
tween.

1We do not preclude typewritten interaction, but we focus on phenomena of spoken
interaction.
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The ability to vary initiative is called variable initiative dialog, and repre-
sents a, major advance in the utility of natural language systems. With such
capability, a natural language system can effectively communicate with both
task novices and experts as well as users with intermediate levels of expertise.
Task novices require a computer-controlled dialog to lead them through the
details. Task experts need occasional advice while pursuing their own task
strategies. Users with intermediate expertise may be capable of carrying out
portions of the task with little assistance, but they may also need detailed
help during unfamiliar stages. A variable initiative dialog system is required
for effective interaction in all these situations.

The following sample dialogs recorded on the videotape [HS91] illustrate
the flexibility of a variable initiative dialog system. These dialogs were ob-
tained from usage of the implemented system by an experimental subject that
had no special knowledge about the implemented system or circuit repair. In
the first dialog, the computer controls the dialog while in the second dialog,
the system operates in such a way as to allow an experienced user to take
the initiative arid to control the dialog. The words in parenthesis beside or
below a user utterance represent the actual sequence of words that the speech
recognizer sent to the dialog system for analysis.

Dialog 1: Computer Controlled—elapsed time 4 minutes 35
seconds

computer: This is the circuit fix it shop. How may I help you?
user: I want to fix this circuit, (power a six a circuit)

Due to speech recognition Errors, the system understood the meaning
of this utterance as "There is a wire on connector six nine." This
could not be understood in any active context.

computer: I do not understand. Please repeat what you said.
user: I want to fix this circuit, (i want a fix a circuit)

computer: What is the ID of the circuit?
user: RS111. (rslll)

computer: I am familiar with that circuit. The LED is supposed to be displaying
alternately flashing one and seven,

user: The LED is displaying nothing, (be led a displaying nothing)
The computer must now supply context in order to get the user to
make the desired observation.

computer: What is the switch at when the LED is off?
user: The switch is down, (the switch yes down)

computer: Put the switch up.
user: Done, (done)

computer: Put the knob to one zero,
user: Which knob? (which knob)

There are two knobs on the circuit board.
computer: Near the top boundary and in the center is a green region. Now, in

the middle right of this green region is the control knob,
user: The knob is at one zero, (the knob and add one zero)

computer: What is the LED displaying?
user: The LED is displaying a one and seven at the same time,

(be led a displaying one an seven at the same time)
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computer: Put the knob to zero.
user: Done, (done)

computer: What is the LED displaying?
user: The same thing, (the same same)

Due to a speech recognition error, the computer was uncertain about
what the user said, and therefore verifies that it understood correctly.
Notice how the machine fills in an elliptic portion of the user's mean-
ing: "the LED is displaying."

computer: Did you mean to say the LED is displaying the same thing?
user: Yes. (yes)

computer: Is there a wire between connector six eight and connector eight seven?
user: Yes. (yes)

computer: Is there a wire between connector three zero and connector seven
zero?

user: No. (know)
There is no (know?) phonetic difference between "know" and "no."
Dialog context must be used to determine the correct interpretation.

computer: Add a wire between connector three zero and connector seven zero.
user: Done, (done)

computer: Put the knob to one zero.
user: Done, (done)

computer: What is the LED displaying?
user: The LED is displaying an alternately flashing one and seven.

(be led it displaying alternately flashing one and seven)
computer: Is the one on the LED displaying for a longer period of time?

user: No. (know)
computer: Is the seven on the LED displaying for a longer period of time?

user: No. (know)
computer: Put the knob to zero.

user: Done, (done)
computer: What is the LED displaying?

user: The one is flashing for a longer period of time,
(one is flashing forth longer in a time)
The word "period" is not in the vocabulary of the speech recognizer.
As a result, the. output of the speech recognizer was badly mangled.
The parser was only able to make sense of the three words "one is
flashing" and took its meaning from them.

computer: Did you mean to say the LED is flashing a one?
user: The LE'jD is flashing a one and seven.

(be led it flashing one and seven)
computer: Is the one on the LED displaying for a longer period of time?

user: Yes. (yes)
computer: Put the switch down.

user: Done, (done)
computer: What is the LED displaying?

user: The LED is displaying nothing, (be led a displaying nothing)
computer: The circuit is working correctly. Good-bye.

In the second dialog the user now has the initiative. Notice the two places
where the user makes an abrupt shift of context, which the computer tracks
correctly.
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Dialog 2: User Controlled—elapsed time 1 minute 28 seconds

computer: This is the circuit fix it shop. How may I help you?
user: I want to fix this rslll. (i want fix this rslll)

computer: I am familiar with that circuit. The LED is supposed to be displaying
alternately flashing one and seven,

user: The LED is displaying an alternately flashing one and the top corner
of a seven.
(be led it displaying alternately flashing one in top corner a seven)
With the user in control the computer does not ask about the switch
position as in the previous dialog, but instead bases its response on
the perceived user focus.

computer: There is supposed to be a wire between connector nine nine and
connector one zero zero,

user: It is there, (it in there)
computer: There is supposed to be a wire between connector nine eight and

connector one zero two.
user: There is no wire on connector one zero four.

(stays know wire i connector one zero for)
While checking for the wire between 98 and 102, the user notices that
there is no wire on the nearby connector 104- She makes a change.
in context to alert the machine to this fact, which she now suspects
is the cause of the problem.

computer: There is supposed to be a wire between connector one zero four and
connector one zero two.

user: The circuit is working, (the circuit is working)
After finding that the wire between 102 and 104 ''*' missing, the user
is able to finish repairing the circuit on her own. She makes another
context shift to notify the machine.

computer: Glad to have been of assistance. Good-bye.

Obtaining such robust and efficient behavior from a spoken natural lan-
guage dialog system requires integrating methods for achieving each of the
target behaviors previously mentioned into a single self-consistent mechanism.
While the individual behaviors have been well studied, it is the development
of the mechanism for integration that is the major research contribution pre-
sented in this book. In addition, we present results on system effectiveness,
usability, and human performance based on a formal experiment involving
usage of the system by eight different subjects in 141 dialogs.

1.1 Problem Solving Environment: Task-Oriented Dialogs

Task-oriented dialogs are dialogs about the performance of a task that occurs
as the task is being performed. The associated problem solving environment
studied in this research is characterized by the following.

• The user is a person with the ability to carry out all the required
sensory and mechanical operations to solve the problem, but with
insufficient knowledge to solve the problem without assistance.

o The computer has complete knowledge about the task and its pur-
pose. This means that the computer has sufficient knowledge to
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perform the task if it can perform the required sensory and me-
chanical actions and that the assistance to be provided is based
on knowing the purpose of the underlying task. Consequently, the
role of the dialog is to ensure that the necessary data is obtained
and the proper actions performed. This contrasts with isolated fact
retrieval or database query systems whose cooperativeness can ex-
tend beyond simple question-answering only to consideration of
presuppositions (see Kaplan [Kap82] for example).

• The computer will communicate with the user via natural lan-
guage. The requirement for sufficient cooperativeness necessitates
such an interface to allow for all the functions of human communi-
cation as described by Sowa [Sow84]. Among other things, the user
may wish to select between a possible set of descriptions, express
a relationship that provides a description, issue a command to the
computer to perform some action, ask a question about some infor-
mation, or explain the motivations for performing some action. To
allow the user and computer to communicate in all these necessary
ways requires the use of natural language.

In such an environment, the human and computer must cooperate to solve
the problem. Furthermore, this cooperation requires the use of natural lan-
guage dialog in order to succeed. For these dialogs Grosz [Gro78] notes that the
structure of a dialog mirrors the structure of the underlying task. Since tasks
normally follow a well-structured set of operations, dialogs about tasks should
also be well-structured. It will be seen that exploitation of the close relation-
ship between dialog and task structure is crucial for obtaining the efficiency
in human-computer dialog that is ubiquitous in human-human dialog.

1.2 Integrating Dialog with Task Assistance: The Target Behaviors

The purpose of the architecture is to deliver to users in real time the previ-
ously listed behaviors that are needed for efficient human-machine dialog. The
difficulty in developing the architecture is that the phenomena associated with
task assistance are independent of the method of communication. Successful
task assistance (i.e. domain problem solving) can be accomplished without
any natural language interaction. However, as noted at the beginning of the
chapter, natural language interaction is likely to be the most efficient form
of communication between domain problem solver and human user. Further-
more, coherent natural language dialog requires consideration of the dialog's
context. Consequently, a connection must be made between the task assistance
context and the dialog processing architecture. As illustrated in figure 1.1 and
to be shown in chapters 3 and 4, the Missing Axiom Theory for language use
offers a connection between task assistance and dialog.
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1.2.1 Problem Solving to Achieve a Goal

Efficient dialog requires that each participant understand the purpose of the
interaction and be able to cooperate in its achievement. This is captured by
the intentional structure of Grosz arid Sidner [GS86], the description of the
underlying goal-oriented purposes for engaging in the overall dialog, and the
needed subdialogs. Required facilities include: (1) a domain problem solver
that can suggest the necessary actions; and (2) a mechanism for determining
when these actions are completed.

Developing a computational model that generalizes over task-oriented di-
alogs requires a general notion of task processing. The framework adopted
here uses standard artificial intelligence (AI) planning terminology (see Nils-
son [NilSO] for example) in saying that actions change the world state where
the world state can be described by physical and/or mental state descriptions.
During the course of a task, both the user arid computer will have various goals
to accomplish different actions or achieve different states. The task is accom-
plished by carrying out a sequence of actions that result in an appropriate
world state as defined by the task.

Because variable initiative dialogs are allowed, the sequence of actions that
occurs during the task may vary significantly during different executions of the
task. This is especially true in repair tasks, where differences in the error source
may require various diagnostic and corrective actions. When the computer has
more initiative, the computer may require that specific actions be performed.
Conversely, when the user has more initiative, the computer may merely offer
recommendations or provide other relevant data.

Regardless of the lofty goals of a general abstract theory for task process-
ing, a working system must contain domain-specific knowledge. How can a
general theory be combined with a concrete implementation? As shown in
chapter 3, a separation is required between the dialog processing component
of the system and the domain specific task processing component. The general
theory must provide a standardized method for communication between the
two that facilitates successful task assistance.

1.2.2 Subdialogs and Effective Movement Between Them

An alternative title for this section could be, "Why Do We Say Anything?" Ef-
ficient human dialog is usually segmented into utterance sequences, subdialogs,
that are aimed at achieving individual subgoals. These are called "segments"
by Grosz and Sidner [GS86] and constitute the linguistic structure defined in
their paper. The global goal is approached by a series of attempts at subgoals.
Each attempt involves a set of interactions that constitutes a subdialog. We
adopt the view that when an action is being attempted, the primary role of
language is assistance in completing the action. To provide a well established
computational framework, action completion will be defined by theorems, and
determination of action completion will be accomplished by carrying out a
proof of the appropriate theorem. With this viewpoint, the role of language
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MISSING AXIOM THEORY FOR LANGUAGE USE

• Completion of subgoals achieves task assistance

• Theorem proving determines subgoal completion

• Missing axioms of proof require dialog

• Separate subdialogs discuss separate subgoals

• Goal completion proofs exploit user model axioms

• Specific subgoals expect specific user response

• Dialog and task initiative reflect relative priority
of participants' goals

INTEGRATES

Task Assistance Phenomena Dialog Phenomena

Problem solving

Domain-specific
expertise

Language independent
principles

Subdialogs

Contextual response and
understanding via
expectation and user
modelling

Initiative changes

Domain independent
principles

Figure 1.1
Integrated Processing Overview
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is to supply missing axioms for completing the proof, and the utterances as-
sociated with a particular theorem constitute a subdialog. Consequently, the
theorem prover must be able to suspend itself when it encounters a missing
axiom to request its acquisition from an outside source (i.e. dialog). This
view summarizes our Missing Axiom Theory for language use. As will be seen
throughout the book, this theory is the key to achieving integrated dialog
processing.

An aggressive strategy for successful task completion is to choose the sub-
goals judged most likely to lead to success and carry out their associated
subdialogs. As the system proceeds on a given subdialog, it should always
be ready to abruptly change to another subdialog if it suddenly seems more
appropriate. This leads to the fragmented style that so commonly appears
in efficient human communication. A subdialog is opened which leads to an-
other, then another, then a jump to a previously opened subdialog, etc., in an
unpredictable order until all necessary subgoals have been completed. Thus,
the theorem prover must be capable of arbitrarily suspending the proof of one
theorem to resume proving another as directed by the overall dialog process-
ing mechanism. Furthermore, the theorem prover must be able to alter the
structure of proofs that are being attempted to allow arbitrary clarification
subdialogs.

1.2.3 Accounting for User Knowledge and Abilities

Cooperative problem solving involves maintaining a dynamic profile of user
knowledge, termed a user model. The user model specifies information needed
for efficient interaction with the conversational partner. Its purpose is to
indicate what needs to be said to the user to enable the user to function
effectively. It also indicates what should be omitted because of existing user
knowledge.

Because considerable information is exchanged during the dialog, the user
model changes continuously. Mentioned facts are stored in the model as known
to the user and are not repeated. Previously unrnentioned information may be
assumed to be unknown and may be explained as needed. Questions from the
user may indicate lack of knowledge arid result in the removal of items from
the user model.

To integrate the user model with the Missing Axiom Theory, the user
model must also be represented as axioms. In this case, the axioms are about
a particular user, what the user knows or believes, what the user can do, etc.
Consequently, the user model can be utilized in a natural fashion in proving
completion of actions. Where the user model indicates the user knowledge
is adequate, no language interaction is needed. Where it is inadequate, the
missing axiom indicates the need for dialog.
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1.2.4 Expectation of User Input

Since all interactions occur in the context of a current subdialog, the user's
input is far more predictable than would be indicated by a general grammar
for English. In fact, the current subdialog specifies the focus of the interac-
tion; the set of all objects and actions that are locally appropriate. This is
the attentional structure described by Grosz and Sidner [GS86], and its most
important function IB to predict the content of user utterances. For example,
if the user is asked to measure a voltage, the user's response may refer to
the voltmeter, leads, voltage range, locations of measurement points, or the
resulting measurement.

Therefore, based on the relevant missing axiom, the subdialog structure
provides a set of expected utterances at each point in the dialog, and these
have two important roles.

• The expected utterances provide strong guidance for the speech
recognition system so that error correction can be enhanced. Where
ambiguity arises, recognition can be biased in the direction of
meaningful statements in the current context. In conjunction with
the theory of parsing spoken natural language presented in chap-
ter 5, this mechanism enabled the implemented system to under-
stand correctly 81% of 2840 utterances spoken by experimental
subjects although only 50% of the utterances were recognized cor-
rectly word for word.

• The expected utterances from subdialogs other than the current
one can indicate that a shift from the current subdialog is oc-
curring. Thus, expectations are one of the primary mechanisms
needed for tracking the dialog when subdialog movement occurs.
This is known elsewhere as the plan recognition problem, and it
has received much attention in recent years.2

1.2.5 Variable Initiative

A real possibility in a cooperative interaction is that the user's problem solving
ability, either on a given subgoal or on the global task, may exceed that of the
machine. When this occurs, an efficient interaction requires that the machine
yield control so that the more competent partner can lead the way to the fastest
possible solution. Thus, the machine must not only be able to carry out its
own problem solving process and direct the user toward task completion, but
also be able to yield to the user's control and respond cooperatively as needed.
This is a variable initiative dialog. As a pragmatic issue, we have found that
at least four dialog initiative modes are useful.

2Carberry [CarQO] describes recent work in plan recognition and also provides an exten-
sive bibliography and review that includes a summary description of important work by
Allen and Perrault [AP80] and Litman and Allen [LA87].
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• Directive—The computer has complete dialog control. It recom-
mends a subgoal for completion and will use whatever dialog is
necessary to obtain the needed item of knowledge related to the
subgoal.

• Suggestive—The computer still has dialog control, but not as strongly.
The computer will suggest which subgoal to perform next, but it
is also willing to change the direction of the dialog according to
stated user preferences.

® Declarative—The user has dialog control, but the computer is free
to mention relevant, though not required, facts as a response to
the user's statements.

« Passive----The user has complete dialog control. The computer re-
sponds directly to user questions and passively acknowledges user
statements without recommending a subgoal as the next course of
action.

Referring to the sample dialogs at the beginning of the chapter, Dialog 1
was carried out in directive mode while Dialog 2 was carried out in declar-
ative mode.3 The computer verbally guided the user through every step in
Dialog 1. On the other hand, in Dialog 2 the computer did not try to ver-
bally verify many subgoals in order to provide cooperative utterances based on
its perceptions of the user's focus during the problem solving process. Thus,
variable initiative dialog complicates dialog processing for the subproblems
of: (1) choosing the subgoals for completing the task, (2) moving between
subdialogs, and (3) producing the expectations for user responses.

1.2.6 Integrated Behavior Via the Missing Axiom Theory

As will be seen in the next chapter, there has been a significant amount of
important research on each target behavior. However, most of the work is
based on an isolated study of an individual behavior, and there is a limited
amount of work on integrating in one overall controlling process the mecha-
nisms for obtaining each behavior. The Missing Axiom Theory mentioned in
section 1.2.2 provides the linchpin for an integrated model. As illustrated in
figure 1.1 and seen from the discussion in chapters 3 and 4, it does so in the
following ways.

• Task and dialog are related via this theory through the theorems
that define completion of task actions. Each theorem constitutes a
subdialog, and the detection of a missing axiom in a proof attempt
initiates the dialog interaction.

3While variable initiative behavior implies the ability to vary the initiative both between
arid within dialogs, our work emphasizes varying initiative between dialogs. A discussion of
the difficulty in coherently varying initiative within a dialog is given in section 4.7.3.
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• Within the above framework, maintenance of the user model as
axioms provides a seamless interface for user model usage. This is
done by determining the status of user knowledge as part of the
action completion proofs. Missing user knowledge is detected as
a missing axiom and may trigger a computer utterance to provide
this knowledge.

• Expectations are produced according to the current dialog focus.
This focus is provided by the action associated with the missing
axiom that is triggering the language interaction. A record of these
expectations for all active and previously active subdialogs can be
used to determine when subdialog movement is occurring as well
as assist in speech recognition.

• Finally, variable initiative behavior is enabled by augmenting the
processing model to take into account the conflicting priorities of
diverse user and computer goals and subdialog focus. Processing
must vary as a function of the current dialog initiative mode.

1.3 Preliminary Study

Early in the development of the dialog processing model, many dialogs were
collected and analyzed. The vast majority of these came from a study by
Moody [Moo88] on the effects of restricted vocabulary size on discourse struc-
ture in spoken natural language dialog. Her results showed that human sub-
jects could successfully adapt to a restricted vocabulary size. Furthermore,
with increased expertise due to practice, subjects could become almost as effi-
cient in completing the task as when subjects had an unrestricted vocabulary.

Moody's dialogs were collected using the "Wizard of Oz" paradigm, wherein
a person simulates the computer in providing the needed expertise to human
users for completing the circuit repair task. Because of the use of subjects
in repeated trials, the simulations were conducted in such a way as to allow
the human user to have control of the dialog at various times as their added
experience permitted. Consequently, the dialogs were invaluable in validating
many aspects of the dialog processing model, especially the work on variable
initiative dialog, before it received the ultimate validation via testing the im-
plemented system in experimental trials.

1.4 An Outline of the Book

Chapter 2 examines previous work on various problems in dialog processing.
Chapter 3 presents the general dialog processing theory while chapter 4 gives
the details of the computational model. Chapter 5 presents a theory of parsing
spoken natural language that in conjunction with available dialog knowledge
about possible user responses, enables a system to behave robustly in the pres-
ence of speech recognition errors. Chapter 6 describes the implemented system
while chapters 7 and 8 present performance results based on experiments with
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the implemented system. Chapter 9 discusses an enhancement of the dialog
processing model for verifying uncertain inputs. This enhancement was de-
veloped after the initial implementation was completed and the experiments
were conducted. Finally, chapter 10 offers a concluding summary and critique
of this research, highlighting ongoing and future areas of exploration.



Chapter 2

Foundational Work in Integrated Dialog Processing

Building a working spoken natural language dialog system is a complex chal-
lenge. It requires the integration of solutions to many of the important sub-
problems of natural language processing. This chapter discusses the founda-
tions for a theory of integrated dialog processing, highlighting previous research
efforts.

2.1 Problem Solving in an Interactive Environment

The traditional approach in AI for problem solving has been the planning of a
complete solution. We claim that the interactive environment, especially one
with variable initiative, renders such a strategy inadequate. A user with the
initiative may not perform the task steps in the same order as those planned by
the computer. They may even perform a different set of steps. Furthermore,
there is always the possibility of miscommunication. Regardless of the source of
complexity, the previously developed solution plan may be rendered unusable
and must be redeveloped. This is noted by Korf [Kor87]:

Ideally, the term planning applies to problem solving in a real-world
environment where the agent may not have complete information
about the world or cannot completely predict the effects of its
actions. In that case, the agent goes through several iterations of
planning a solution, executing the plan, and then replanning based
on the perceived result of the solution.

Most of the literature on planning, however, deals with problem
solving with perfect information and prediction.

Wilkins [W1184] also acknowledges this problem:

In real-world domains, things do not always proceed as planned.
Therefore, it is desirable to develop better execution-monitoring
techniques and better capabilities to replan when things do not
go as expected. This may involve planning for tests to verify that
things are indeed going as expected.... The problem of replan-
ning is also critical. In complex domains it becomes increasingly
important to use as much as possible of the old plan, rather than
to start all over when things go wrong.

Consequently, Wilkins adopts the strategy of producing a complete plan
and revising it rather than reasoning in an incremental fashion. This may be
satisfactory in some cases, but in a sufficently dynamic environment, develop-
ing a complete plan is often a waste of resources because the conditions under
which the plan was developed may later be discovered to be inaccurate. This
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is particularly true in an interactive environment such as voice dialog where
miscommunication can occur.

Recently there has been an interest in studying reasoning in dynamic en-
vironments where the conditions may change as the plan is being developed.
Pollack and Ringuette [PR90] have constructed a system called Tileworld that
consists of a simulated robot agent and a simulated environment that is dy-
namic and unpredictable. Their purpose is to experimentally evaluate the
adequacy of various meta-level reasoning strategies in managing the explicit
action planning that occurs during task performance.

Boddy and Dean [BD89] use a simulated world called gridworld that con-
sists of a rectangular subset of the integer plane on which a robot courier must
be scheduled to make as many pickups and deliveries as possible in a given
amount of time. Since planning an optimal tour is in general a computation-
ally expensive problem, they are interested in testing strategies that consider
both the time for the robot to move from place to place as well as the planning
time required for determining an optimal tour. Consequently, the optimal tour
must minimize the sum of the traversal time together with the planning time
required to construct the tour.

Although these two approaches do not consider an integration of such rea-
soning with NL dialog, they are consistent with our proposal for incrementally
selecting the next task action to be performed without planning all the neces-
sary remaining steps.

2.2 Language Use in a Problem-Solving Environment

2.2.1 The Missing Axiom Theory

Integrating dialog with the problem solving required for task completion ne-
cessitates a specification for the computational role of language. We propose
the Missing Axiom Theory (section 1.2.2) that says language is used to acquire
missing axioms needed for proving completion of actions. This view provides
a practical computational paradigm for simulating human performance in a
dialog. It seems clear that a human expert would focus responses on those
parts of the task that the client is having difficulty with. Thus, although the
Missing Axiom Theory may not be an accurate cognitive model of a person's
thinking, it does lead to similar and effective surface behavior.

Quilici et al. [QDF88] use a similar approach in providing explanations
for user misconceptions. User misconceptions are detected when the advisory
system proves that it does not share a user's belief. Based on this proof, the
system's explanation about the misconception must include a description of
why it does not share the user's belief. Theorem-proving is also used in the
process for computing an explanation for the user's erroneous belief. Thus, the
missing user beliefs correspond to missing axioms that motivate the system's
explanation.

Cohen and Jones [CJ89] also use a similar approach in selecting concepts
to be discussed in responding to a user's query. Their domain is educational
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diagnosis. In this domain, the system is trying to assist a user in diagnosing the
learning difficulties of a student. Such assistance involves developing a hypoth-
esis about the cause of a student's learning difficulties along with suggesting
a diagnostic procedure for verifying the hypothesis. The system's explana-
tion takes into account missing user knowledge about the domain and/or the
student.

Gerlach and Horacek [GH89] define rules for the use of language for a con-
sultation system. The rules embody meta-knowledge about knowing facts and
wanting goals as well as knowledge about the domain of discourse. Language
is used when the system needs to inform the user that either: (1) a goal has
been accomplished; or (2) a significant difference in the beliefs of the user and
the system has been detected.

2.2.2 Speech Act Theory

In general, many researchers have proposed theories about the role or purpose
of language. The origin of much of this research, including the Missing Axiom
Theory, is speech act theory. As summarized in Allen [A1187], speech act theory
was developed based on the realization that statements can do more than just
make assertions about the world. Statements can serve other functions. For
example, when a minister says, "I now pronounce you husband and wife," at
a wedding ceremony, the words act to change the state of the world. Another
perspective is provided by Sadock [SadOO]:

Speech act theory is concerned with providing an account of the
fact that the use of expressions of natural language in context in-
variably involves the accomplishment of certain actions beyond the
mere uttering (or writing, or telegraphing) itself. The context and
the form of the utterance both enter into the equation. Holding
the context constant and varying the utterance changes the ac-
complishments, and likewise holding the utterance constant and
varying the context generally has profound effects on the actions
that are performed.

Speech act theory, originally proposed by Austin [Aus62], is a development
in the philosophy of language designed to explain the purpose of language in
terms of the actions that speakers intend to perform by virtue of making an
utterance. These types of actions are known as illocutionary acts. Locutionary
acts are the actions associated with the physical production of the utterance.
Perlocutionary acts are the effects that the utterance has on the hearer, in-
dependent of the effects the speaker intends. For example, if a police officer
knocks on a door and asks the people inside if they have seen a certain crim-
inal, the illocutionary act is to request information. However, if the criminal
is hiding nearby, the utterance will also have the effect of warning and scar-
ing the criminal although these were not the effects intended by the speaker.
These are perlocutionary effects. The theories on the role of language that are
of present concern involve the illocutionary acts of language.


